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WELCOME

This Month

First we want to welcome all our new families to Montessori
Kid Universe. November is truly an excited month, there are so
many holidays to look forward to. It’s hard to believe that it is
time to change the clocks as Daylight Savings Time ends.
There will be lot of fun activities planned for November; as
November is overflowing with abundance and gratitude. We
had a great time in October. The children enjoyed the visit
from the fire department. We also celebrated Fall, Yom Kippur,
Pumpkins, and Halloween. We hope everyone had a great time
dressing up this Halloween and trick or treating. Our focus for
the first week of November will be Reptiles and Amphibians,
and the class will also work on listening, and sharing. October
has been an amazing and productive month and December will
be equally the same!

Weekly Theme Highlights
November: 1 – 4th

November: 14 – 18

Theme: Reptiles & Amphibians

Theme: Native Americans

November: 7 – 11th

November: Theme:21-25

Election Day, Veterans Day. Thanksgiving
November: 28 – December 2nd
Theme: Children Around the World

Language: Review Sight Words: Box #4, and we
will continue our letter sounds blending with 2
letters to make words.
Writing: Continue to learn how to Trace the first
and second letters in our names and recognize our
name Print.
Math: We will review numbers learned and adding
new numbers. We will add numbers and associate
numbers with counters.
Science: We will kick off science learning all about
the body anatomy.

Thank you Parents!
We want to thank all of you for sharing your children
with us this year. Please continue to help your
child/children with homework and lesson thought at
school, as repetition is the key to success! “Repetition
is the secret of perfection” – Maria Montessori

Reminder!

November 9 : Teacher Parent Conference
November 27th: School Closed for Thanksgiving
Please remember to check and send in the Blue Folder
every day to school with your child.
th

The children will continue to work on their letter of
the week, phonics, and number recognition (1 – 45).
For this month in Science we will study the body
anatomy

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Luciana 8, Aayan 11, Ms. Natalie 15 ,
Madison November 6th

November is here! Please be aware that we still go
outside when it’s cold. Please make sure that your
children have coats, hats, and gloves every day. In
addition, check to see that extra clothes are the right size
and weather appropriate.
NOTE: This is a NUT FREE School please refrain
from sending in nuts (any kinds of nuts) to school with
your child, remember their safety comes first.

Children 5 years and older are no longer taking naps as result of our extended

day program. Starting early to prepare for kindergarten involves making sure
children have preschool skills such as being able to retell a simple story and
being able to recognize the letters in their name when they enter
kindergarten. We feel that the year before kindergarten is the time to learn
important skills, such as tracing the shapes of letters and numbers on paper,
following simple instructions, recognizing the title of a book, and matching
rhyming sounds. Having all of these skills are very important for future school
success. When children have all these skills together they form a foundation of
strong pre-reading and prewriting skills that are necessary for future work with
letters and sounds in kindergarten.

Language - Skills Focus: name identification, learning the reading process,
difference between letters and words, coloring, pencil grasp, phonemic
awareness.
Math – We will continue to work on developing understanding of strategies for
addition and subtraction. We will focus on using number line to count back to
subtract. Continue recognizing number names in text and correct sequence,
Count number of objects to 30, Compare numbers, Understand addition is
adding to, Understand simple patterns, Identify shapes (squares, circles,
triangles and rectangles etc.).
Geometry we will be working on “Pairs of line “
Science we will be learning Living and non-living things, and Parts of human
body.
Social Science we will be learning about Animals and Flags of few North
American countries.

